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SQL is an important language since it used to access database to extract information and make 
decision. There are two types of error that can be occurred in SQL syntax, they are syntax error and 
logic error [1]. Syntax error is caused by mistakes in syntax writing, so it is automatically detected 
by the compiler. In this case, compiler gives warning about occurred error to let users fix their 
mistakes. By those mechanisms, users can easily learn from given error messages. On the other 
hand, logic error occurs if the syntax is correct but it does not produce the intended result [2]. It 
makes logic error more difficult to learn since there is no warning from compiler about occurred 
mistakes [3].  
Based on observation, SQL in theory is easy to understand but it is difficult to use SQL syntax in 
practical implementation [4]. That conclusion is supported by another research about SQL errors. By 
giving some questions to students and new programmer; let them answer with SQL syntax, the result 
shows that 32% participants made logical error, 8% made syntax error and 14% made both syntax 
error and logic error [5]. Based on that research, the possibility of logic error occurrence is 46%, it is 
larger than syntax error.  
One of the ways to detect the occurred logical error is by knowing the task to detect the case 
whether it has solved or not go [6]. In this system, if compiler did not detect syntax error, result table 
will be produced. The result table can be used to check the task status. If it is different with the 
expected one, it means that the task’s status is not solved yet. By that status, it can be concluded that 
users made a logical error. This potential way can be used to show the logical error information to 
users and let them correct the mistakes. 
II.  Methods  
This system provides many cases based on selection keywords in SQL. There are 36 cases in 
total that should be answered using SQL syntax. User can choose any of the keywords based on 
what they want to learn. Each keyword contains material and case so users are able to learn and 
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Database is an important part of a system and it stores data to be manipulated. SQL 
(Structured Query Language) is used for manipulating those data to extract 
information and make decision. There are two types of error which make SQL is 
challenging to learn, namely syntax error and logic error. Compiler can detect syntax 
error, but it does not show error warning while logical error occurred. It makes logic 
error more difficult to understand than syntax error. A web based SQL compiler with 
errors detection ability by using Start End Mid algorithm is then developed, To help 
database's user to learn SQL in practical implementation. 
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answer each case using SQL syntax. By submitting SQL query to the compiler, system shows the 
status of submitted query and the type of error; no error, syntax error or logic error.  
The input of this system is SQL query and the output is a warning. The warning is about no error 
and syntax error or logic error which occured. From that warning, users are expected to apply 
correction and learn by their mistakes. System has three main steps to produce syntax or logical 
error information to users [7]. Those steps are shown as Fig.1. 
The first step is syntax error checking. System uses online SQL compiler to detect syntax error. 
That compiler compiles query to web server by a real database management system. This system 
uses MySQL as database management system. After compiling process, the occured syntax error 
will be shown to warn user about their mistakes. After there is no syntax error, system will produce 
result table based on submitted query.  
To check whether the query contains logic error or not, system compares the similarity between 
the result table and key table in the second step. In this case, key table is the expected table that 
should be produced by given task. If there is difference between them, then user did not answer the 
case correctly. It means that there is logic error in their answer query [6]. 
There are many string matching algorithms based on Brute Force algorithm. Those algorithms 
are Knuth-Morris-Pratt (KMP), Boyer-Moore (BM) and Karp and Rabin [8]–[10]. Start End Mid 
algorithm is also a developed algorithm based on Brute Force Algorithm [11]. Start End Mid 
algorithm is used to check the similarities between result table and key table. Result table is the table 
which is produced by user's SQL and key table is the correct table which is stored in data base. Start 
End Mid algorithm has many advantages in system. This algorithm is simple and easy because it has 
no preprocessing phase like other string matching algorithms [12], [13]. Those characteristics are 
very usefull in implementation considering this system uses small of data. This algorithm checks the 
first, end and mid character before doing sequential checking like Brute Force. Characters between 
result table and expected table will be put in array and it will be checked by this algorithm. The steps 
in similarity checking based on Start End Mid algorithm are: 
a. Compare the first character between result table and expected table. If they are similar, then 
go to the next step. 
b. Compare the last character between result table and expected table. If they are similar, then 
go to the next step. 
c. Compare the middle character between result table and expected table. If they are similar, 
then go to the next step.  
d. Compare remaining characters from start to end sequentially. 
Using the steps outlined above, it is possible to measure whether there is a difference; even in a 
single step. If there is a mistake, then there is a difference between result table and expected table 
[14], [15]. It means that user did not answer the related case correctly. In this case, they made a logic 
error in their submitted SQL syntax.  
After logic error is detected, the system gives warning to users about the mistake location in their 
submitted query that contributed to the logic error. By this warning, hopefully users are able to apply 
correction and learn from their mistakes. This process makes a comparison between submitted SQL 
with expected SQL. Submitted SQL is the user answer's SQL to solve the related case and expected 
SQL is a key answer which is stored in data base. The differences between those data indicate the 
logic error position and will be used as warning to users. Because this research material is from SQL 
selection keyword, this warning is divided into three blocks warning, they are SELECT block, 
FROM block and WHERE block. SELECT block means the mistakes space select clause. This 
implies that the mistake is in the select column. FROM block warning will be shown if the mistake 
occurred nearby from clause. Wrong selected table is the example of this case. And WHERE block 
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will be shown if the mistake took placed in where clause. This occurs when there is a missed 
condition. This checking method compares submitted SQL and expected SQL sequentially. The idea 
is to make users do correction by the first mistake and then the rest. For example if there are logic 
error in select, from and where block, this system shows only the select position. It can be conclude 
that this system shows the first logic error.  
III.  Results and Discussion 
This system is able to do prediction about user's mistake regarding SQL logic error. Therefore, 
the system evaluation is about to check the rate of precision, recall and accuracy. The evaluation of 
this prediction system is based on confusion matrix [5], [16]. This matrix compares between the 
prediction value and the real value. Confusion matrix is shown as Table 1. 
There are four types of value that are produced by confusion matrix. True positive value shows 
that system gives correct prediction. In this system case, it gives correct logic error warning. False 
negative value shows that system gives incorrect prediction. In this research case, system gives free 
of logic error warning but it should be logic error warning. False positive is also incorrect prediction. 
System gives logic error warning but that should be free of logic error warning. Finally, true 
negative value shows correct result. System shows that there is no logic error and it is same with the 
real one. 
From those values in confusion matrix, precision recall and accuracy rate can be calculated [17]. 
Precision rate compares between the quantities of correct system prediction with produced 





Recall value can be obtained by comparing between the quantities of correct system prediction 





Accuracy value can be calculated by comparing the quantity between correct predictions by 





The system evaluation was conducted by giving input to the system and observing the output. 
Since this system has 36 cases about selection concept in SQL, the evaluation was done by 72 
testing. For each case, there was a free logic error input and a logic error input. By those inputs, 
observation to the output was conducted then analysed whether it is correct or not. The output is the 
warning which is about the prediction of mistakes position in the user’s SQL query. The syntax error 
detection is not evaluated because it is considered as a valid tool since it compiles SQL directly by 
DBMS (Data Base Management System) in web server. The examples of evaluation data is shown 
as Table 2. 
Table 2 is the example of system evaluation which has 72 input queries. Each query was 
submitted to the system so system produced error warning which is prediction about occurred error 
mistake. Output prediction value column is the value of system prediction output. There are T (true) 
and F (false) values. The same kind of values are also in the logical value column which is the real 
value based on logical analysis. Those values was counted so that confusion matrix was produced as 
Table 3.  
Table 1. Confusion matrix 
 
System Prediction Value 
True False 
Real Value 
True True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN) 
False False Positive (FP) True Negative (FN) 
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By the value in Table 3, precision, recall and accuracy values can be calculated using each 
formula as described before. Table 4 shows the percentages of precision, recall and accuracy. Those 
testing value in Table 4 show that system is able to detect logic error well. Precision rate shows 
87.5% and it means that system is appropriate to detect logic error. Recall rate is 97.2% and it means 
that system is succeeded in logic error detection. And precision rate is 91.7% and it shows the 
system prediction and real prediction closeness. 
Based on the obtained evaluation result, system is able to detect logic error well although it is not 
100%. From 72 input queries, there were 6 mistake predictions. Those mistakes are shown as Table 
5.  
Table 3 shows the mistake prediction by system from 72 testing. These are divided into two 
types of mistake. There are 5 cases false negative and 1 false positive. As discussed earlier, false 
negative is occurred when system shows free of logic error but it should be logic error. Based on 
evaluation, it happened because the result table is same with expected table although the SQL is 
different. In this case, user SQL syntax has logic error. This can happen, because to detect logic 
error, system uses result table as the main source as described before. This type of case happened 
with the first five cases in Table 3. For example with the first case which is a logical error that 
occurred in WHERE clause. User's SQL is <= 101 and it should be <=100. Since both of those SQL 
syntaxes produce the same table result, system detects them as free of logic error. So, system does 
not check the differences between user's SQL and SQL key.  
The second type of mistake is false positive. Based on the evaluation, system did false positive 
once and it is case number 6 in Table 3. System detects logic error but actually user's SQL is free of 
logic error. On that case, user answered "country" instead of "state". So system shows warning about 
logical error in SELECT clause. Logically, user should select "country", but key answer which is 
stored in database is "state". It makes the result tables of those SQL are different, then system gets it 
Table 2. Examples of system evaluation 
No SQL query input Output prediction value Logical value 
1 select * from department T T 
2 select name from department F F 
3 select city from department T T 
4 select city from customer F F 
5 select distinct country from customer T T 
6 select country from customer F F 
7 select * from employee where id=2; T T 
8 select * from employee where id!=2; F F 
9 select * from product where stock != 0 T T 
… … … … 
72 select name, now() from customer F F 
 
Table 3. Evaluation result as confusion matrix 
 
System Prediction Value 
True False 
Real Value 
True 35 1 
False 5 31 
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as logic error. This type of mistake happened because admin made mistake when storing the key 
answer to database.  
As discussed before that Start End Mid algorithm is a developed algorithm based on Brute Force, 
this research also compare those algorithms. Both of them are simple algorithm which means they 
have no preprocessing phase. To know about the better algorithm in logical error detection, the 
looping of both algorithms was recorded. Those data is shown in Table 6. 
Table 6 shows that there are 50 trials of logic error which detected by both of Start End Mid and 
Brute Force algorithm. In the first trial, there were 2701 total characters that will be checked in order 
to find the different data. The checking process was conducted by both of Start End Mid and Brute 
Force algorithm. Start End Mid found the different data on 2nd looping, but Brute Force found the 
different data on 89th looping. It means that Start End Mid is faster than Brute Force. But in the 
implementation, there was no significant difference in timing since this research compares not that 
much data. The compared character was lower than 10.000 characters. The rest trials had the same 
result that Start End Mid has lower looping in logical error detection process than Brute Force.  
The result shows that Start End Mid was able to find the different data mostly in 2nd looping. It 
is because this algorithm checks the last character of data in the 2nd looping, so that the diffence can 
be found faster. It is different with Brute Force which cheks the first until the last character 
sequentially. If the different data is in the middle or even in the last, this algorithm will have more 
looping for checking process. In average data, the amount of total charactera were 1132 characters, 
but Start End Mid was able to find the different data on 61st looping. In the other hand, Brute Force 
was able to find the different data on 479th looping.  
Table 5. Mistake predictions 
No User’s SQL SQL Key Warning 
1 select * from product where stock <= 101 select * from product where stock <= 
100 
Free of logic error 
2 select * from product where stock not 
between 10 and 15 
select * from product where stock not 
between 10 and 20 
Free of logic error 
3 select id from department order by country 
desc 
select emp_id from department order by 
country desc 
Free of logic error 
4 select country from customer union select 
distinct country from department 
select country from customer union 
select country from department 
Free of logic error 
5 select avg(quantity)from detail_trans where 
id<5 
select avg(quantity)from detail_trans Free of logic error 
6 select left(country,3) from customer select left(state,3) from customer There is logic error 
near SELECT clause 
 
Table 6. Example of looping comparison 
Trial Total Character Start End Mid Brute Force 
1 2701 2 89 
2 621 2 195 
3 840 2 527 
4 2701 71 144 
5 3279 2 1388 
6 1035 188 984 
7 3732 2 424 
8 1665 2 221 
9 3635 1360 1510 
10 2486 2 814 
... ... ... ... 
50 1020 63 964 
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IV.  Conclusion 
Based on this research, obtained rate of precision, recall and accuracy show that system is able to 
detect logic error well. But there are still mistake predictions which are false negative and false 
positive. To avoid false negative prediction, the case that produces unique table should be made. It 
makes no other possible table which can produce same table by such SQL syntax. Besides that, to 
avoid false positive prediction, admin should give much attention to database design for storing free 
logic error SQL key. 
The comparing result between Start End Mid and Brute Force algorithm shows that Start End 
Mid Algorithm has lower looping then Brute Force regarding to find the different character in such 
data. It means that Start End Mid Algorithm is faster than Brute Force in order to find the logical 
error which occured in user’s SQL query. 
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